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51. INTRODUCTION 
DOES THE topology of a singularity determine the analytic structure of the singularity? 
More precisely, let Vi (i = 1,2) be the germs of complex analytic varieties of C” such 
that (C”, V,) = (C”, VJ, homeomorphically. Then, is there an analytic isomorphism of 
Vi to VZ? By Hironaka[l], this is false even when the Vi are plane curves. 
However, we can ask if the topology of the singularity determines the weights of 
the polynomial defining the singularity. We have shown that this is valid in the 
category of isolated singularities of Brieskorn-Pham type. Namely, we proved in [7], 
the following: 
THEOREM. The topology of a singularity of Brieskorn-Pham type determines the 
exponents of the polynomial defining the singularity. 
In this paper, we shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. The topology of a quasihomogeneous singularity in C* determines the 
weights of the polynomial defining the singularity. Namely, let fi(ZI. z?), (i = 1.2) be 
non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomials of type (1; rii, riz), 0 < ri, 5 rj25 l/2 
and let Vi be the germ of fi(Zl, ~2) = 0. Then if (C’, VI) = (C’, Vz), homeomorphically, 
we have (r,,, r,J = (rZlr r&. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We call the topology of (C”, V) the topological type of V, where V is the germ of 
the complex analytic variety at the origin in C”. We call a polynomial f(z,, . . , z,) 
non-degenerate if {af/az,(z) = . . . = af/az.(z) = 0} = (0) as germs at the origin of C”. 
Let f be a non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial of type (1; r,, rJ_ Then, 
by Saito[6]; we may assume that O< ri 5 I/- 3 after a suitable coordinate trans- 
formation. Thus in following this paper, we assume that all weights are larger than 0 
and are less than or equal to 112. 
Let us put: 
and 
Fl’“.b’(~, y): = xLI + yb, (a, b 2 2), 
FZcPb)(x, y): = x0 + xyb, (a 2 2, b 2 
F,@‘b)(~, y): = x”y + xyb, (a, b 2 1) 
I), 
Vi(&“: = the germ of {F/“.b’(~, y) = 0) at the origin, for i = 1,2,3. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial f(x, y), there 
exist i( 1 5 i 5 3) and (a, b) such that f and Fja.” are quasihomogeneous polynomials 
of the same type (i.e. same weights up to order) and V: = cf(x. y) = 0) and Vi(4b) are of 
the same topological type. 
Proof. Since f(x, y) is a non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial, one, at 
least, of the following three cases occurs (up to the order of x, y): 
(1) There exist terms x“ and yb for some integers a L 2 and b 2 2 with non-zero 
coefficients in f(x, y). 
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(2) There exist terms x4 and xyb for some integers a 2 2 and 6 2 1 with non-zero 
coefficients in f(x, y). 
(3) There exist terms x”y and xyb for some integers u 2 1 and b 2 1 with non-zero 
coefficients in f(x, y). 
In case (i), i = 1, 2, 3, we can make the one parameter family G,(x, y) of 
non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomials simultaneously of the same type with 
ItI < 2 such that Go(x, Y) = EL1.‘)(x, y) and G,(x, y) = f(x, y). By Le Dung Trang and 
RamanujamI31, V and Vi(“.b) are of the same topological type. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ui(i = I, . . . , n), ci(j = 1,. . . , m) be rational numbers and let bi,dj 
be positive integers with b, <. . . < b, and d, <. . . < d,. Then the equation: 
fi (tb’ - I)“, = fi (Pi - l)‘i 
j-l 
implies n = m, b, = di and u, = ci (i = 1, . . . , n). Where t is u variable. 
Lemma 2.2 is clear. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f(x,y) (resp. g(x,y)) be a non-degenerate quasihomogeneous poly- 
nomial of type (r,,rJ (resp. (k,, k,)) with 0 < r, S r2 5 l/2 (resp. 0 < k, 5 k2 5 l/2) and 
V: = /f(x, y) = 0) and W: = {g(x, y) = 0). Then if V and Ware of the same topological 
fype, we have following (1) or (2): 
(1) (r,,r2) = (k,,U. 
(2) There exist integers a,, a:, cl. c2 and d such that (u;,d) = (c;,d) = 1 (relatively 
prime), i = 1,2, such that f(x,y) is quasihomogeneous of fype (a,ld,u2/d), and such 
that g(x,y) is quasihomogeneous of type (c,ld,cJd) and (d - a, - uJ1a,az = 
(d - CI - cz)Ic,cz. 
Proof. Let f(x, y) be quasihomogeneous of type (r,,rJ and ri = UJbi where Ui and bi 
are integers and (Ui, bi) = 1, i = 1.2. For I: = {i,, . . , iS}C {1,2} let B,: = [bi,, . . . , b,,], 
the least common multiple and let A,: = bi, . . . bi,/Ui, . . . ai,B,. Then, by Milnor and 
Orlik[5], the characteristic polynomial 
(t - l)(p,2 - 1)4.2 
*fct) = (t4 _ 1)4(+ _ l)Az* 
Moreover by LC Dung Trang[2], A,(t) is topologically invariant: 
are of the same topological type, then A,(f) = A,(t). Let kj = ci/d; 
integers and (s-d,) = 1, i = 1,2. Define C,, D, from the C,, di in the 
Then we have the equation: 
(t4.1_ l)+(t4 _ l)C,(t4_ l)c~ = (+- l)%(tB,- l)“‘(+- 
namely if V and W 
where c; and di are 
same way as A,, BI. 
HA?. (*) 
Now assume b, 5 b2 and d, 5 dL7. First of all, we prove b, = d,. If b, <d,, by Lemma 
2.2 and (*), b, = b2 and A,.? = A, + AZ. Namely we have: 
b,lu,uz = l/a, + llu~. 
so 
b, = a, + a2. 
Since adb, 5 l/2, i = 1, 2, we have b, = 2 and Cl, = 1, i = 1, 2. In the same way as 
above, by Lemma 2.2 and (*), we have d, = 2. But this implies a contradiction. Hence 
we have b, = d,. Next we shall show that if 6, < b25 dz, we have (r,rJ = (k,,kJ. By 
Lemma 2.2 and (*), comparing the exponents of t ‘, - 1 in the equation (*). we have 
al = cl. If 6?< d?, (*) implies bl/bz and A ,.* = AZ. Namely b,/a,uz = I/u? and this 
implies b, = a,, a contradiction. So we have b2 7 dz. Consequently we have a2 = c2 by 
(*). Hence we have (r,,rJ = (k,,k?) is b, < b2 5 dz. 
Now we assume b, = b2. Then we have d, = d2 by (*). Comparing the exponents of 
both sides in (*), we have (d - a, - a3/u,uz = (d - c, - c3/c,cz where d: = b, = b2 = 
d, = d2. Therefore we have the conclusion of Lemma 2.3. 
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LEMMA 2.4. The germ V: = {x“ + yb = 0) at the origin has a non-singular component 
if a/b or b]a. 
Proof. Let (a, b) = d and A: = a/d, B: = b/d and l(k: = exp (xi( 1-t 2k)ld). Then we 
have: 
d-l 
x0 + yb = fi (xA - &YE). 
{xA - ukyB = 0}, k = 0,. . . , d - 1 are irreducible. Hence, if V has a non-singular 
component, then A or B is equal to 1. 
We write ” V - W” when V and W are of same topological type. 
LEMMA 2.5. Vi(a'b'- V,‘“‘.h”+{a,b} = {a’,b’}. 
Proof. By lemma 2.3, this is clear. 
LEMMA 2.6. v?(""- Vz’“‘.““+(a,b) = (a’,b’). 
Proof. Fiqb’(x,y) is quasihomogeneous of type (l/a, (a - l)/ab). By Lemma 2.3 (2). 
b,: = (a - 1)/b is an integer and 0 = a’. If we put b;: = (a - 1)/b’, an integer, by the 
equation in Lemma 2.3. (2), we have: 
(a-I-b,)lb,=(a-l-b;)/b;. 
Thus b, = b;, and hence b = b’. 
LEMMA 2.7. Vj(“.b) - V$“‘*b”+{a,b} = {a’,b’}. 
Proof. Let H: (C’, V$“.b’)+(C2, V:“‘.b3) be a homeomorphism of pairs of topologi- 
cal spaces. Then the image under H of any irreducible component of Vln.‘) is an 
irreducible component of V3’“‘.b”. If H({x”-’ + yb-’ = 0)) = ({x”-’ + yb’-’ = 0}), by 
Lemma 2.5, we have the conclusion of Lemma 2.7. 
In case H({x”-’ + yb-’ = 0)) > {x = 0) or {y = O}, by Lemma 2.4, (a - l)l(b - 1) or 
(b - l)l(a - 1). Thus any irreducible component of V1(“.” is non-singular. Since V,‘“.“‘- 
Vi“‘.“?, and irreducible component of V3’“‘.b7 IS non-singular. Noting that H preserves 
the intersection multiplicities of irreducible components, we have the conclusion of 
Lemma 2.7. 
LEMMA 2.8. V1’4b’ - V2(0’.b3+FI(“*b), FZ(a’*b7 are of the same type. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.(2), we have a = b = a’ and b;: = (a - 1)/b’ is an integer. By 
the equation in Lemma 2.3.(2), we have: 
a - 1- 1 = (a - 1- b;)/b;. 
Hence b; is equal to 1. 
LEMMA 2.9. VI(o,b) - V:“‘.b3+Fl(a,b), F$“‘.b” are of the same type. 
Proof. Since V3 (“.“) has non-singular components, V,‘“b’ has non-singular com- 
ponents. By Lemma 2.4, all irreducible components of V,‘“b’ are non-singular. Since 
the intersection multiplicity of the irreducible components {x = 0) and {y = 0) of 
V:n’.b’ is equal to 1, we have a = b. This implies a’ = b’ and the conclusion of Lemma 
2.9. 
LEMMA. 2.10. V2(4b’- V,@‘.b7+F2(4b), F,(a’.b7 are of the same type. 
Proof of Lemma 2.10 is almost same one of Lemma 2.9. 
By all these Lemmas, we have the following 
THEOREM 2.11. Let fi(Zl, 23, (i = 1,2) be non-degenerate quasihomogeneous poly- 
nominals of type (1; r;:i,riz), 0 < rii Z ri2 s l/2 and let Vi be the germ of (fi(ZlrZl) = 0) at the 
origin of C’. Then if V, - VZ, we haue (rii,riA = (rZi,rA. 
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43. EXAMPLE 
Let f(z,, , z,) be a non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial of type (1; 
rl, . . . , rm) with 0 < r,(i = 1,. . . , n) and r, = aJbj where ai, bi are integers. Let I: = 
{i,, . . . , ix) C (1, 2, . . , n) and define Al and B, as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Then by 
Milnor and Orlik[j], the characteristic polynomial 
n (tB’ - l)A’ 
A,(t) = “--I=oYe” 
“_Etid (lB’ - 1)“‘. 
We proved in [7] the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f(z,, . . . , 2,): = zIa’ + . . . + Z,O” and g(z,, . . . , 2,): = 
Zlb’ + . . . + Z,b., where a; and bi are integers and Ui, bi L 2. Then the following 3 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) Ui = bi after u suitable permutation of {b,, . . . , b,}. 
(2) (f(z) = Ol- {g(z) = 0). 
(3) 40) = A,(t). 
By Theorem 3.1, the characteristic polynomial determines the weights of the 
polynomial of Brieskorn-Pham type defining the singularity. But we have the follow- 
ing example which tells us that the characteristic polynomial does not determine the 
weights of the non-degenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial defining the singularity. 
Example 3.2. Let f(x, y): = x’y +xy6 and g(x, y): = x3y +xy4. Then f(x,y) is 
quasihomogeneous of type (1; S/l 1, 1111) and g(x,y) is quasihomogeneous of type (1; 
3/l 1, 2/l 1). 
In the first case we have 
Hence 
B,= 11, Bz= 11, B,.z= 11, A,= l/5, AZ= 1, A,l= 11/5. 
(t - l)(t” - l)“‘5 
A,(t) = (t,, _ ,)‘,T(~‘, _ I) = (2 - 00” - 1). 
In the second case we have 
Hence 
B, = Bz = B,.2 = 11, A, = l/3, AZ = l/2, Al.z = 11/6. 
(t - l)(t” - 1)“” 
A,(f) = (tll _ I)l/3(tll _ p= (t - l)(t”- 1). 
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